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Abstract 

Random Linear Network Coding presents important advantages to the performance of 

wireless networks, since it considered new technology that increase the reliability and the 

throughput of error prone networks. However, it still suffer from main drawbacks that reduce 

its performance, basically the probability of existing linear dependency between coded 

packets, and the process of detecting and excluding non-innovative packets at destination. In 

addition, the header overhead of coded packet. In this research, we present an organized 

mechanism for implementing random linear network coding in one hop wireless networks 

called ORLNC, which aims to solve the problem of linear dependency by ensuring that all 

generated packets from the source are innovative, and to reduce the header overhead by 

generating coding vectors from one random element over finite field. Therefore, we can 

increase the efficiency of reliable transfer in these networks through reducing the time delay 

of transmission process and the computational complexity at destinations, also reducing the 

overhead of coded packets.   

 
Keywords: Organized Random linear network coding, one hop Wireless Networks, Galois 

field, Vandermonde matrix, Multicast. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Wireless networks suffer from a variety of unique problems which make it unreliable. 

Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) powerful new technology that can be used to 

improve the performance of many of today's communication systems and counter adverse 

effects as delays, fading, and erasures of wireless communication links [1,2]. Basic idea of 

RLNC is the linear combination of packets over finite field which can be implemented at 

either a source or relay nodes of the network, and it is easily used for multicast and broadcast 

applications [3]. More specifically [4, 5, 6], the data of size B is divided into [B/m] pieces, 

referred to as symbols. The symbols are grouped into generations, each generation contains g 

symbols, where g is referred to as the generation size. The g original symbols of length  in 

one generation, are arranged in the matrix , where  is the ith symbol 
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in the generation. To encode a new symbol x from a generation at the source, M is multiplied 

with a coding vector g of length g, x =M . g. In this way we can construct (g+r) coded 

symbols, where r is the number of redundant symbols. When a coded symbol is transmitted 

on the network it is accompanied by its coding vector, and together they form a coded packet. 

For practical reasons, each coded symbol is a (linear) combination of the original symbols 

from one generation. The benefit is that an unlimited number of coded symbols can be 

created. Since the rate of the code is not fixed, it is referred to as rateless. 

Recoding process is performed at relay nodes of the network and is similar to the encoding 

process. However, it is more complicated in comparison with encoding, because the packets 

are already coded and the new coefficients has to be a linear combination of the old 

coefficients. 

Decoding process needs to be performed only at destination nodes of the network. In 

order to decode a generation successfully, destination must receive g linearly independent 

symbols and coding vectors from that generation. All received symbols are placed in the 

matrix All coding vectors are placed in the matrix referred to as the 

decoding matrix  

For each packet it receives, the destination checks whether the packet is innovative, 

i.e., it is linearly independent from previously received packets, and it discards non-

innovative packets because they do not contain new information. When it receives a set of 

encoded packets that is required to obtain the original ones, the original data M can then be 

decoded using Gaussian elimination as follow:  

Packet losses are handled by the acknowledgement (ACK), as soon as the destination 

is able to decode the generation, it sends an acknowledgment to the source to allow it move to 

transmit the next generation. In multicast scenarios, the ACK is degree of freedom (dof) [7, 

8]; a sender keeps sending coded packets until dof is zero i.e. until all receivers are able to 

decode packets.  

 

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

Network Coding involves some problems that affects the performance of the system 

mainly the linear dependency. Since a random code might produce number of linearly 

dependent coded packets, and this means transmitting unneedful packets. Also it represents a 

challenge for the implementation of random linear network coding because a receiver has to 

compute coding coefficients randomly during every time slot such that it should enhance the 
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rank of decoding matrix, which cause delay to transmission process and computational 

complexity at the receiver. Another problem is the coding vector which is essential to recover 

the original packets at the receiver, but it adds overhead to the packet, the exact size of 

overhead depends on the finite field size and the generation size. 

 

Related works: 

There are lots of studies about alleviating the drawback aspects of RLNC basically 

that related to both of the header overhead and the complexity of decoding. Work in SSAC 

[9] used compression techniques to make the overhead length shorter 2 to 7 times, and not 

dependent on the size of the finite field where the operations are performed. But it just 

depends on the number of combined packets. Works in [10,11,12,13] used a Vandermonde 

matrix to improve the network utilization factor by reducing the network coding overhead to 

only one symbol over . To reduce the complexity of decoding, Feizi et al. [14] noted 

the need for nodes in different transmission phases and designed a tunable sparse network 

coding algorithm in which the density of the network coded packets varies during a 

transmission. 

2- ORGANIZED RANDOM LINEAR NETWORK CODING: 

Our research presents an organized method for implementing random linear network 

coding called (ORLNC), which aims to make the source generate innovative packets in total, 

and to reduce the overhead of coded packets. By firstly, reproducing all sizes of Galois field 

for providing the correct randomness of their elements, then store the produced elements in 

matrix called "pool". Secondly, using derived criteria for choosing the convenient size of 

Galois field for required generating process. Thirdly, using random elements of matrix "pool" 

with convenient size serially to generate independent coding vectors according to the 

principle of Vandermonde matrix. As a result, proposed method can eliminate the problem of 

linear dependency totally on condition with using the convenient size of Galois field. So 

destination does not have to check whether the packets are innovative or not, but it just 

counts how many coded packets it has received. This means reducing the computational 

complexity of decoding process, and the time delay of transmission process. In addition, 

reducing the header overhead of coded packet to the size of generator element over used 

finite field instead of the size of coding vector which is a number of elements over the same 

field. 
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A. Generating independent vectors according to Vandermonde matrix: 

Coding coefficient vectors employed by RLNC schemes typically consume 

significant bandwidth resources. The reduction of the bandwidth needed for communicating 

the coding vectors leads to more efficient exploitation of the network resources[15]. Ideally, 

network coding vectors should be of minimal size. At the same time, the linear properties of 

RLNC schemes should be maintained. In order to achieve these properties, we propose to 

design coding vectors based on Vandermonde matrices.  

According to Vandermonde matrix, coding vector  is generated from one generator element 

 that is chosen randomly from Galois field as equation 1: 

 

Since, i: the order of the generated coding vector, j: variable takes values from 1 to the size of 

generation (N). For instance, if the first generator element is  and generation size is N=4, 

first coding vector will be:  

If other generator elements are , the Vandermonde matrix of independent coding 

vectors will have the following structure: 

 

All rows and columns of matrix  are linearly independent and the matrix is always 

invertible. In this way, we can ensure that all coding vectors are independent and a linear 

dependency will not occur any more. Moreover, instead of choosing the coefficients of 

coding vector randomly from a finite field, it is generated from one element that is chosen 

randomly from the same field. Then it is attached to the header of coded packet. Therefore, 

we can achieve noticeable reduction in coding overhead because size of header overhead will 

be dependent only on the size of the finite field. Supposing that size of main header is H bits 

and the size of coded data is L bits and the Galois field is . The structure of coded 

packet is demonstrated in Figure 1.  

Coded Data Coding header: generator elementMain Header 

L bits m bits H bits 

Figure 1: Format of coded packet in ORLNC  

At destination node, a generator element that is attached to the header of coded packet used 

again to generate coding vector according to the equation1.  
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B. Correct Randomness of Galois field elements: 

Since generator element is chosen randomly from Galois field, linear dependency may 

occur again when choosing the same generator element twice or when choosing zero element. 

In order to exclude such cases we propose reproducing the elements of Galois field with all 

the sizes using algorithm1, so that we ensure the correct randomness of their elements. 

field_size=m;
z=0; 
l=0; 
largest=2^field_size-1; 
pool=gf(zeros,field_size); 
for k=1:largest 
if (l==0) 
coe=gf(rand*largest,field_size); 
if (coe==0) 
continue; 
else 
            l=l+1; 
            pool(l)=coe; 
end 
else 
while (z==0) 
coe=gf(rand*largest,field_size); 
for h=1:length(pool) 
if(coe==pool(h)||coe==0)  
                    z=-1; 
break; 
end 
end 
if(z==-1) 
                z=0; 
else 
                l=l+1; 
                z=1; 
                pool(l)=coe; 
end 
end 
end 
    z=0; 
end 

Algorithm 1: Reproducing the elements of Galois field for correct randomness 

However, execution process of algorithm1 every time during transmission process 

causes time delay and processing operations. So, to overcome this problem we executed this 

algorithm previously for all sizes of Galois field and stored the produced elements in 

matrix called "pool" with size . Then we use such matrix with convenient size 

directly through choosing their random elements serially instead of choosing the elements of 

Galois field with the same size randomly. For instance, random elements of field  that 

are produced from algorithm1 is stored in matrix "pool3" as follow: pool3=gf([6 5 2 3 4 7 

1],3). 
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Also the random elements of field  that are produced from algorithm1 is stored in 

matrix "pool4" as follow: 

pool4=gf([13 12 4 5 2 15 3 7 9 1 6 8 14 11 10],4). 

 

C. Choosing the convenient size of Galois field: 

Matrix "pool" is used to store the elements of Galois field in order to achieve the 

correct randomness of generator elements. However, mentioned matrix has finite number of 

elements according to the size of original Galois field, so that finite number of coding vectors 

can be generated. For instance, Galois field  supports the capability of generating 

( ) independent coding vector, while the field  supports the generation of 

( ) independent coding vector. Therefore, we must choose the size of Galois 

field that generate the needed number of coding vectors for required transmission process. In 

addition, this size should not be much bigger than required number of coding vectors in order 

to simplify the coding process and reduce the size of generator elements as much as we can. 

As a result, to achieve the optimal performance of organized random network coding, we set 

two criteria for choosing the convenient size of Galois field. First, it must contain enough 

number of random elements for required transmission process. Second, it should not be much 

bigger than the convenient size. According to both criteria, we can derive the relationship 

between expected number of transmission (ETX) and the size of Galois field as equation 2: 

 

Value of ETX related to each of generation size, number of receivers in multicast 

scenarios, loss rate in the medium and whether it correlated between receivers or not. 

 In the case of unicast scenarios or multicast since loss is correlated between receivers, the 

number of transmitted packets t is multiplied by a redundancy factor R, ensuring that enough 

packets are transmitted so that t packets arrive at their destination. The redundancy factor is 

theoretically the reciprocal of the fraction of packets that successfully traverse the network 

[16], so expected number of transmission is given inequation 3. 

 

Since  is the generation size or number of combined packets, is the max value of 

expected loss in the medium. If there is no good estimation of the loss, we set the default max 

value (loss=80%). According to both equations (3) and (2), table1 shows convenient size of 

Galois field wherefrom varies valued of generation size and correlated loss rate.  
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TABLE 1: The convenient size of Galois Fieldvs. loss rate and generation size 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 80% 65% 50% 40% 25% 10% 0 % 

m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=2 3 
m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 4 
m=4 m=4 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 m=3 5 
m=4 m=4 m=4 m=4 m=4 m=4 m=4 8 
m=5 m=5 m=4 m=4 m=4 m=4 m=4 10 
m=5 m=5 m=5 m=5 m=5 m=5 m=4 15 
m=6 m=6 m=5 m=5 m=5 m=5 m=5 20 
m=6 m=6 m=6 m=6 m=6 m=6 m=5 30 
m=7 m=7 m=7 m=7 m=6 m=6 m=6 50 

 

In multicast scenarios, since loss is not correlated between N receivers, the relationship of the 

expected number of transmission becomes as equation 4: 

 

As a result, the mechanism of ORLNC depends on the rules: 

1. Determining the convenient size of Galois field for transmission process according to 

equations 2 and 3, if there is no estimation of loss rate we consider the default max 

value.  

2. Using matrix "pool" with the convenient size instead of Galois field for ensuring the 

randomness of generator elements according to algorithm1. 

3. Generating coding vectors according to equation 1 from random generator elements 

that are chosen serially from matrix "pool" with the convenient size. 

 

3- Simulation results: 

To evaluate the efficiency of proposed method ORLNC and comparing it with the 

traditional RLNC we used MATLAB R2014a, since it supports Galois field and its 

mathematical operations, therefore we can implement both RLNC encoder and decoder [17]. 

In addition, this version of program supports the time measurement of simulated operations, 

so we can specify the time duration of coding and decoding processes for two methods of 

coding. We studied the performance of network in two cases in terms of loss. Firstly, network 

without loss. Secondly, with existing of not correlated loss between receivers in the network. 

All simulation processes are done using PC of 3 GB memory and CPU (core i3). 
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A- Network without loss: 

- The effect of Generation size: 

Assuming we need to multicast file of size 1 MB to four receivers through medium 

that is free of errors, we studied the effect of multiple sizes of generation on the performance 

of one hop wireless network. In proposed method ORLNC, we specified the convenient size 

of Galois field for each size of the generation according to the table1, and then we used the 

same sizes of the field in RLNC method. Finally, we measured the performance of network 

for both coding methods. 

TABLE 2: ORLNC vs. RLNC for multiple size of generation  
ORLNC RLNC 

  Singular ETX Overhead 
(bits) 

SingularETX Overhead 
(bits) 

0 1000 2 512 1127 6 2 3 
0 1000 3 148 1038 12 3 4 
0 1000 3 108 1027 15 3 5 
0 1000 4 40 1010 32 4 8 
0 1000 4 32 1008 40 4 10 
0 1000 5 8 1002 100 5 20 
0 1000 6 4 1001 300 6 50 

 

Table2 shows the simulation results for both methods of network coding. In proposed 

method ORLNC, there is no linear dependency between packets, so decoding matrix always 

invertible and there is not any case of singular matrix at the destinations. Therefore, all the 

sent packets in ORLNC are useful and the header overhead with minimum size since it 

depends only on the size of used Galois field. In traditional method RLNC, we notice that 

there are redundant packets because of the linear dependency which makes decoding matrix 

not invertible (singular), therefore the expected number of transmission is higher than that in 

ORLNC method, especially with small sizes of Galois field. In addition, the overhead in 

RLNC is much bigger than the overhead in ORLNC because it depends on both of the 

generation size and the size of Galois field, but in ORLNC depends only on the size of Galois 

field.  

Transmission Time: 

The total time of transmitting the whole file is the summation of all coding and 

decoding times. Figure 2 shows simulation results of transmission time for both RLNC and 

ORLNC.   
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Figure 2: Transmission time for ORLNC and RLNC 

We notice that transmission time in RLNC is bigger than the transmission time in 

ORLNC, because there is no checking process for linear dependency at destinations in 

ORLNC since all the packets are innovative from the source. However, in RLNC method, 

there is computational complexity because the process of detecting and excluding non-

innovative packets every time of receiving, also more packets are transmitted because of the 

linear dependency. Therefore, more processing operations are performed at destinations 

causing complexity and delay to the transmission process. 

Coding Time: 

Simulation results in figure 3 shows the coding time for coding methods RLNC and 

ORLNC. We notice that coding time in ORLNC is bigger than the coding time in RLNC 

because of the generating process of coding vector at the source in proposed method, which 

requires additional time. This process is not exist in traditional RLNC since coding vector is 

chosen randomly and directly from Galois field.  
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Figure 3: Coding time for ORLNC and RLNC 

However, the deference in coding time between RLNC and ORLNC is considered so small 

comparing to the deference in transmission time between them.  

B- Network with not correlated loss  between receivers: 

- The effect of Loss Rate: 

We studied the effect of not correlated loss between receivers on the performance of 

network when multicasting file of size 1 MB with size 8 of the generation to four receivers, 

and then we measured the transmission throughput of network as equation5: 

 

Figure 4 shows the simulation results of transmission throughput versus loss rate for 

the two methods of coding. We find that transmission throughput in proposed method ORLN 

is bigger, because transmission time in ORLNC is smaller than transmission time in RLNC. 

We also notice that transmission throughput for the two methods is rising, because of the 

increasing of the number of transmitted packets with increasing the value of loss rate. 
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Figure 4: Transmission throughput vs. loss rate 

- The effect of the receivers' number: 

In this case, we studied performance network when multicasting file of size 1 MB to 

multiple receivers, since the value of not correlated loss rate is 50% and the size of generation 

is 8. Figure 5 shows that transmission throughput in proposed method (ORLNC) is bigger 

than transmission throughput in RLNC. 

 
Figure 5: Transmission throughput vs. receiver's number 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper has presented an organized method for random linear network which aims 

to solve the problem of linear dependency and to reduce header overhead, by insuring that all 

produced packets from the source node are innovative, so there is no redundant packets 

Receivers' Number 
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anymore because of linear dependency, and the destinations don't check whether the packets 

is innovative or not. In addition to, the header overhead with minimum size.  Consequently, 

we reduced the time of transmission process and the computational complexity at destination. 

As well as, we reduced the overhead of coded packets and increased the throughput of 

transmission. 

As a future work, we plan to exploit the reduction in transmission time in real time 

application such video conferencing, and exploit the reduction in overhead and computational 

complexity in wireless sensor networks. 
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